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Deb Tate | Joss Hughes | Ivan Djidjev | Jen Stewart-Smith | Katy Galbraith | Wendy Freeman | 
Emma Abel | Lynda Knott | Angela Williams | Claudia Schaefer | Cootje Smit | Mary Arnoldi | 

Loreto Aznarte | Alicen Haire | Francesca Busca | Penny Tunbridge | Rachel Davies | Nicky Tudor | 
Alex McHallam | David Tootill | Tamara Froud | Lorelei Hunt | Jane Hughes

All That Matter, and so many ways to use it! In this exhibition, we are looking at how 
matter can be used in mosaic to represent “all that matters” to the 23 featured artists: 
whether figurative or abstract, conceptual or concrete, as big as the Universe or as small as 
a bee, our aim is to express the theme in as vast an array as possible of the various 
methods and skills which can be found in the world of modern mosaic.

As 2019 marks the 20th anniversary of BAMM, we thought we would celebrate it by 
focusing on its main purpose: to encourage an interest in all aspects of modern mosaic. 
This is why this exhibition showcases artwork by both professional and amateurs.  We 
believe that there is no better way to open the world of mosaic to the public than to show 
them how varied this art can be, and how it can entice people at all levels. 

Whether by nippers or hammer and hardie, with precious smalti or found objects, by neat 
andamento or crazy paving, mosaic offers infinite possibilities of expression. Although it is 
one of the most ancient forms of art, it is yet to acquire its rightful place within the realm 
of fine arts. We are resolute in making this happen.

For further information, please contact:
Francesca Busca
BAMM Exhibition Officer
Tel: 07709 539009
BAMMexibition2019@gmail.com
http://bamm.org.uk/
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